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Family
Games

KEYS TO THE CASTLE
Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players | $19.99

It's a game of door-flipping madness! Race against your fellow knights
through the castle, where behind every door awaits a surprise. By opening
and locking doors, be the first to cross the precarious maze to the other side.

PICK TWO

NET

Ages 8+ | 3-6 Players | $24.99

The always changing, everrearranging crossword game!
Players draw letter titles and build
their own personal crosswords as
fast as they can!

Stop you
r opponen
t
from movin
g for 2 rou
nds

HOW DO YOU DOODLE?

QWIRKLE™

Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players | $34.99

Best-selling and multi-award winning, Qwirkle
is as simple as matching colours and shapes,
but requires careful planning and strategy.

Ages 12+ | 3-7 Players | $29.99

Can you draw pants? Of course you can.
But what if some players are drawing jeans, while
others are drawing trousers. Will your drawing
communicate the difference? Can you also guess
what everyone else has drawn? Highest score
after 9 rounds wins!
MADE IN

CANADA

SIXTEEN SAMURAI
Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players | $19.99

I this fast-action game of cards and dice,
In
players pit their team of samurai against each
other. It's an epic battle between rival clans
for a place in the Hall of Honour!

CATACOMBS OF KARAK
Ages 7+ | 2-5 Players | $39.99

A great introductory strategy game for players new to
role-playing games. Players select their character, then
enter the Catacombs of Karak to search for treasure. Tile
by tile, players uncover the catacombs while fighting
monsters and equipping themselves with weapons and
spells. To win, players must outsmart their opponents,
slay the red dragon, and collect the most treasure.

www . outsetmedia . com
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Family
Games

RUNNING ‘ROUND
RIVERDALE
Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players | $29.99

Play your favourite character from the Archie®
comics. The dismissal bell has rung at Riverdale
High, and players try to outwit each other as
they race to be the first to reach Pop Tate’s
Chocklit Shoppe.

PICKLES TO PENGUINS™

Ages 8+ | 2+ Players | $29.99

Pickles to Penguins is the quick-thinking picture-linking party game!
Players must discard their picture cards as quickly as possible
by finding common links between pictures. MADE IN CANADA

GOOSEBUMPS®
THE BOARD GAME

FAMILY CHARADES

Ages 8+ | 2+ Players | $24.99

Ages 8+ | 2-6 Players | $29.99

No more time spent thinking up good
charades! The fun starts when you
open the box! Includes charades for all
different age groups and interests.
MADE IN

Play your favourite monster! Players battle each
other in a frantic race along a trail of mayhem and
manuscripts, trying to reach the typewriter before it
sends them away for good. But watch out for those
pesky humans! And if you fall behind, you can always
hitch a ride in the Haunted Car. Just hurry up... before
it's too late!

CANADA

POND HOCKEY-OPOLY
Ages 8+ | 2-6 Players | $34.99

Bring back memories of frozen feet, runny
noses, and fresh air. This game features all the
action of a traditional property trading game,
along with some nifty stick-handling fun! With
a few facts and plenty of
humour, choose your token
and advance to FACE OFF.

www . outsetmedia . com

TENSION:
KIDS VS. ADULTS
Ages 7+ | 2 Teams | $36.99

A family edition of TENSION. Kids battle
the adults in this family themed version of
the classic naming game. Beware, the kids
may know more than you think they do!
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kids
Games

DINOSAUR SNAKES
AND LADDERS
Ages 3+ | 2-6 Players | $17.99

Loads of prehistoric fun for young
paleontologists! Players use their counting
skills as they race to be the first to reach
the prized Triceratops skull.

MATCH:
HARRY POTTER
Ages 4+ | 2 Players | $26.99

Take turns pushing through
the cubes to get 5 of the same
characters lined up horizontally,
vertically or diagonally. The game’s not
over yet; can your opponent super Top Trump
you in the final moment? If they match their Top
Trumps card with the winning character, they
WIN the game!

Q-BITZ JR.

Ages 3+ | 1-4 Players | $29.99

A fun way to introduce your child to pattern
matching, spatial reasoning, problem solving,
and visualization. Players puzzle over how to
recreate the patterns on the game cards using
their set of 4 large wooden cubes.

WALK LIKE A CHICKEN
Ages 3+ | 2+ Players | $17.99

BIG FISH LITTLE FISH

An activity game that gets kids moving
and having fun! Hide the 24 picture discs
around the house. Kids must now move
around the house while walking like the
picture they are looking for.

Ages 3+ | 1-4 Players | $24.99

Be the first to collect a school of little wooden
fish (one blue, one yellow, and one green) by
remembering where they are hiding.

YETI IN MY SPAGHETTI
Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players | $24.99

Who knew Yetis liked spaghetti? In this wacky,
fun game, the noodles are laid across the bowl
and the yeti is just sitting there on the noodles...
but as you remove the noodles one by one, the
yeti could fall into the bowl, and that would
mean you lose!

www . outsetmedia . com

PICTURE CHARADES
Ages 4+ | 2+ Players | $19.99

Make it easy for the wee ones to act out! The best part
— the pictures are open to interpretation, and it’s up
to the children to decide what they are supposed to
be acting. NO READING REQUIRED! MADE IN CANADA
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kids
Games

MYSTERY ISLAND PIRATES
Ages 5+ | 2-6 Players | $19.99

A back-and-forth race from Pirate’s Cove to
Treasure Island, where anything can happen.
So choose your boat, roll the dice, and head
off on the high seas for a wild adventure.

DON'T ROCK THE BOAT
Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players | $29.99

Arrr ye ready for some fun? Take turns trying to
balance your ship, but if you rock the boat and
send some mateys overboard, ye be a loser!

IGLOO MANIA

Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players | $29.99

A game of steady hands and skill!
Up to four players take turns removing
bricks from the igloo. Just don't let
Parka Pete fall.

ANT COLONY

Ages 5+ | 2-6 Players | $19.99

5 SECOND RULE® JR.
Ages 6+ | 3+ Players | $29.99

It seems like it would be easy to name three flavours of
ice cream - but can you do it in under five seconds? You
have to be quick so just say whatever comes to mind and
risk silly answers slipping out. It’s all in good fun with this
fast-paced game where you have to just spit it out.

www . outsetmedia . com

Loads of co-operative fun. Players
must overcome obstacles as they
work together to build an ant colony.
Just watch out for hidden rocks,
angry beetles, and pesky anteaters!
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Stocking
Stuffers
CHRISTMAS
CHARADES
CARD GAME

CHRISTMAS TRIVIA
CARD GAME

Ages 8+ | 4+ Players | $8.99

Ages 12+ | 2+ Players | $8.99
MADE IN

MADE IN

CANADA

CANADA

WORMY APPLE
Ages 3+ | 2+ Players | $12.99

KEVA BRAIN BUILDERS - JUNIOR

A matching card game for little ones. Features an apple-shaped
deck of cards filled with colourful illustrations as sweet as pie.
Players must match their way through the apple orchard…while
side-stepping the Wormy Apple of course!

Ages 4+ | 1+ Players | $22.99

Train young brains to think in multiple dimensions
with this interactive STEM tool. Perfect for even
the youngest of builders. Each card features a
fun, recognizable 2-D object, and the goal is
to recreate the pattern into a 3-D structure.

TOP TRUMPS

Ages 6+ | 2-6 Players | $9.99

7 ATE 9

Ages 8+ | 1-4 Players | $16.99

It’s a race to get rid of your cards! Players add or
subtract 1, 2, or 3 to the number on the card pile
to see if they have a card that can be played next.
Sounds easy, but with everyone racing and playing
cards, the numbers are always changing!

TOP 30
EMOTIS

Bestseller in the UK, now available in Canada.
These fast, fun games contain statistics,
biographies and the coolest facts about your
favourite subjects. Whether you’re learning
about bugs or your favourite movies, the
game play helps develop maths skills, English
literacy, and decision making skills, all while
having fun trumping your opponents.

COGGY

Ages 6+ | 1+ Players | $22.99

Get your mental gears spinning with
this bending, clicking, shape-shifting
brainteaser. Start out with the first card and
it might seem easy – but keep on working
through medium, hard, and extra hard
levels of difficulty.

www . outsetmedia . com

URS
DINOSA

LOVEABLE DOGS
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Toddler
Toys

MAGNETIC
MIX OR MATCH
ANIMALS
Ages 2+ | $39.99

What do you get when you mix an alligator, crocodile, elephant, and a giraffe together?
Answer…four new species you won’t find on your next African Safari! Of course you can also
assemble them as nature intended. Either way you wind up with four adorable creatures to
amuse your family and friends. That’s the “fun factor” of MIX OR MATCH ANIMALS!

IMAGINATION
PATTERNS
Ages 3+ | $39.99

Get set for fun! IMAGINATION PATTERNS
will boost your child's fine-motor and
visual-thinking skills with brightly patterned magnetic blocks
and fun design cards to replicate. Everything is packed in a
sturdy wood carrying case with hinges and rope handles.

POP! POP! PIANO
Ages 12 months+ | $39.99

When children press a key on the piano, they
not only hear a sound, they see a star pop up!
The clear arch guides the shooting stars into a
different pipe so when another note is played,
they'll pop some more!

SENSORY ROLLERS
Ages 6 months+ | $24.99

Each of these three silicone spheres
features a unique design that mesmerizes
the eyes, fascinates the fingers, and inspires the
imagination. Meanwhile, chimes hidden inside
sing beautifully with every movement, captivating
the child’s ears. Dishwasher safe.

miniSPINNY

Ages 6 months+ | $18.99

OOMBEEcube
Ages 10 months+ | $26.99

Grab, explore, sort, and discover! Explore their
contours, give them a squeeze, and even try
chewing on them. Made of 100% food-grade
silicone, these shapes are great for everything
from tactile exploration to teething!

www . outsetmedia . com

Designed with seven vivid colours, unique textures,
soothingly smooth surfaces, and three vibrant
propellers that twirl and spin playfully down the
corkscrew pole. Great for reaching, grasping,
counting, motion, and cause-and-effect play!

13
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Unique
Gifts

MIX OR MATCH VEHICLES 7 VEHICLE SET
Ages 3+ | $69.99

CHRONO BOMB!

Build a fire engine, a police boat, or even an underwaterroadster-plane. With thousands of options, and magnetic
pieces that snap together and apart, kids will love
inventing their own original vehicles.

Ages 7+ | 1+ Players | $39.99

CHRONO BOMB is a super secret spy mission
where kids use clamps and string to create a
“laser” field to crawl through. At the end of the
maze is a bomb, counting down…tick, tick, tick!
So, you have to hurry, carefully, and make it to
the end to defuse the bomb and be the hero!

MY FAIRY GARDEN:
TREE HOLLOW
Ages 4+ | $29.99

ALL-NATURAL
LIP BALM BOUTIQUE

UNICORN PARADISE
Ages 4+ | $36.99

Grow your own magical garden! MY FAIRY GARDEN is a toy that's also a real live
garden. Each set includes gardening accessories, soil, seeds, tools, a fairy and her pet.

Ages 8+ | $27.99

Create your own line of lip balm! Whip up
one-of-a-kind recipes that smooth your lips
AND reflect your personal style. The kit also
includes six stylish, candy-coloured lip balm
pods that fit easily in any pocket or backpack.

MAZE ESCAPE
Ages 6+ | 1 Player | $39.99

Tilt and twist the board to make the ball
escape the maze. Beat your best time
and conquer the maze that you create!
Features four mazes to build, and blank
backs for you to create your own mazes!

www . outsetmedia . com

I-TOP

Ages 7+ | 1+ Players | $26.99

This cool, high-tech spinning top counts your spins on
a bright LED display. Unlock hidden features including
special animations. Spin your way to the top score by
competing in multiple challenges.
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Learning
fun
CONDUCT DOUGH LIGHTS
Ages 5+ | 1+ Players | $49.99

CONDUCT DOUGH LIGHTS uses the power of science
to turn soft dough designs into glowing works of art.
Children start off by choosing one of 16 inspiring design
options, and use the squishy dough to complete the
picture. Then they’ll be able to learn about basic circuitry
and currents as they properly position custom-engineered
LEDs onto their creations and plug in the wires to watch
them light up. This unique kit is a safe and creative way to
introduce young and bright minds to STEM education.

SUPER SWEET SUGAR LAB
Ages 8+ | $27.99

Turn your kitchen into a science lab! Explore
the science of sugar, test for hidden sugar in
food, and discover how sugar behaves in your
food and in your body. Experiments include
making rock candy and gummy worms!

MAP OF CANADA
FLOOR PUZZLE
Ages 3+ | $16.99

48 piece floor puzzle. Printed with environmentally
friendly inks and 100% recycled fibres. Thick and
durable, so the puzzle can be assembled over-andover again. A fun way for kids to learn geography!

CRASH TEST LAB
Ages 8+ | $36.99

STINKY SCIENCE LAB
Ages 8+ | $27.99

“Whiff” up 20 experiments that give your nose a
workout with this wacky chemistry lab. STINKY
SCIENCE LAB features a funny-looking, pumpactivated stink machine and a kid friendly book
with 20 odorous science activities.

Crash testing is fun and a great way to learn physics.
Impact Jack is the only crash test dummy that comes
with an electronic sensor that measures the force of
the crash. Crash Test Lab’s cool customizable Crash
Cart comes with a removable roll cage, two types of
bumpers, and a safety harness.

QUICK CHESS

Ages 6+ | 2 Players | $19.99

THAT'S GROSS SCIENCE LAB
Ages 8+ | $36.99

Chemistry has never been this gross — or fun!
Features a toilet bowl mixer with real flushing
sounds and a gross-tastic lab journal packed
with 30 experiments.

www . outsetmedia . com

Learning to play chess is easy! Follow the
instructions to start playing a simplified game
in ten minutes, and advance quickly through
the different levels to master each piece. Now
you’re ready to flip the board over and play
a traditional game of chess! Includes
a quick reference mat that can be
placed under the board.
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Craft
time

SHIMMERING
LIP BALMS

PAINT-YOUR-OWN
EXPRESSIONS: LOVE

Ages 8+ | $27.99

Add some sparkle to your smile. Blend all-natural
recipes using beeswax and more! This kit includes
natural beeswax pastilles, shimmer powder, and
glittery lip balm pods. Follow the recipes in the
activity guide, or create your own one-of-a-kind
shimmering flavour creations.

MANGA ARTIST

Ages 8+ | $32.99

Make a statement that expresses your frame of mind with high-quality porcelain letters
you paint with your own creative touch! Each porcelain piece measures 5” tall and the
complete kits include 12 paints and 2 brushes - one wide brush for quick coverage and
one thin brush for creating details.

PAINT-YOUR-OWN
EXPRESSIONS: PEACE
Ages 8+ | $32.99

Ages 8+ | $19.99

Artists and students will love this comic and
cartooning art set for exploring their creative
side. Includes everything needed for endless
experimenting and creating!

WORLD OF DOTS:

ARCHITECTURE | DOGS | CATS
Ages 8+ | $12.99

MAKE-YOUR-OWN
PHOTO SNOW GLOBES
Ages 6+ | $34.99

Create magical snow globe scenes with this
special kit. Shape the clay and oven-bake for
a permanent finish. Then assemble, add glitter,
and shake! Kit includes 2 snow globes.

www . outsetmedia . com

See the world around you like never
before with this one-of-a-kind dot to
dot series. Both kids and adults will love
watching the detailed pictures unfold
with each dot they connect.
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Building
Toys

ARCHI-TECH
ELECTRONIC SMART HOUSE
Ages 8+ | $64.99

Design and build amazing architecture with lights,
sounds and motion! This creative STEM toy allows
aspiring architects and engineers to design and build
modular structures — and then power them up with
lights, sounds, sensors, and motorized parts!
(Requires 2 AA batteries, not included).

Q-BA-MAZE:
BIG BOX

Ages 5+ | $49.99

Q-Ba-Maze is a unique
system of colourful cubes
that interlock to form a
marble run. This starter set
includes 72 cubes in five
different colours, and 20
steel balls.

Q-BA-MAZE:
MEGA STUNT SET
Ages 6+ | $119.99

A great way to add stunts to your
Q-Ba-Maze. The MEGA STUNT SET
includes 108 cubes, 2 cascade stilts,
2 coaster tubes, 1 marble vortex,
1 pivot trampoline, 2 universal
connectors, and 30 steel balls.

Q-BA-MAZE:
STARTER LIGHTS
SET
Ages 6+ | $49.99

The set lets beginning builders
experiment with 4 light-up cubes
– one of each colour (red, yellow,
blue and white). Plus the set
includes 28 standard cubes and 14
marbles for plenty of marble maze
possibilities!

AFTERSHOCK
EARTHQUAKE LAB
Ages 8+ | $54.99

Construct all kinds of buildings and then
put them to the test with earthquakes
of different magnitudes and durations.
The dual-motion shake table allows you
to test your ideas with realistic quakes!
Includes seismic science book.
(Requires 3 AA batteries, not included).

SQUIGZ - STARTER SET
Ages 3+ | $36.99

This toy really sucks! Push them together then
POP them apart. Squigz will stick to virtually any flat
surface — with no residue. Using "suction construction"
and a little imagination, these fun little suckers will
provide hours of creative play.

www . outsetmedia . com
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family
Pieces

Candy Counter

350

Noah's gathering

350

Prehistoric Party

350

More Ice Cream

350

Porch Pals

350

Basket Case

350

Raccoon Family

350

Molokini Current

350

350

Christmas Train

350

large

Song for
the Season

61 cm x 45.7 cm | 24” x 18”

350

beginners & experts
can work on this
puzzle together

Song for the Season

Song for the season

350

Song for the Season
©janet stever, porterfield’s fine art licensing. 61 cm x 45.7 cm | 24” x 18”
FAMILY PUZZLE® is a registered trademark of Allied Materials and Equipment Company, Inc. used under license by Cobble Hill Puzzle Company Ltd.

www . outsetmedia . com

Song for
the Season
©janet stever, porterfield’s
fine art licensing.

61 cm x 45.7 cm | 24” x 18”

Santa claus and friends
item no. 54583 • ages 6+

©janet stever, porterfield’s fine art licensing. 61 cm x 45.7 cm | 24” x 18”

---------------- $19.99

The Wizard of Oz

©janet stever, porterfield’s
fine art licensing.

On one end of the
puzzle the pieces are
large—perfect for kids.
On the other end of
the puzzle the pieces
are small—perfect for
adults. This way, the
whole family can work
on the same puzzle at
the same time!

beginners & experts
can work on this
puzzle together

WHAT IS A
FAMILY PIECES
PUZZLE?
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MYSTERY ISLAND PIRATES
Ages 5+ | 2-6 Players | $19.99

A back-and-forth race from Pirate’s Cove to
Treasure Island, where anything can happen.
So choose your boat, roll the dice, and head
off on the high seas for a wild adventure.
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Spend $25.00 or more on any items in this
flyer and receive a FREE gift! Choose from a
special selection available at the front desk.
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